
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

A magnificent baroque-era composer, Johann Sebastian Bach is revered Bach died in Leipzig, Germany, on July 28,
One of Bach's most famous works from this time is the cantata "Gottes Zeit ist die allerbeste Zeit,".

A few days before his death he read parts of the hymn Vor deinen Thron tret' ich allhier Before Thy Throne I
Stand for his son-in-law to write down. Bach appears to have been a good husband and father. Although it is
not known for certain, the trip was likely taken mostly on foot. Bach may have been involved in planning the
enlargement of the organ, when F. Ambrosius was a string player, employed by the town council and the ducal
court of Eisenach. Bach stated that Bach played before the aged J. These two were his immediate successors at
Weimar ; from their time onwards he was never without pupils. Some people no doubt disliked the type of
music that he was trying to introduce. Perhaps her unfortunate influence had made itself felt even before she
was married. During his lifetime, Bach was better known as an organist than a composer. At about this time
Bach played before the reigning Duke of Weimar , Wilhelm Ernst, who offered him a post at his court.
Kobelius, a somewhat older man, appointed in November. On August 4, he and his cousin Barbara, elder sister
aged 26 to his future wife, fell in with six students who had been to a christening feast; one of these was
Geyersbach, who asked why Bach had insulted him or his bassoon , and struck him in the face with a stick.
Presumably Bach took part in these ceremonies, though there is no evidence that he set any of the librettos that
S. Practically nothing is known of her early years. Later that year Bach married Maria Barbara Bach, his
cousin. Extensive alterations were made in -  One account describes a four-month leave granted Bach , to
travel to Lubeck where he would familiarize himself with the music of Dietrich Buxtehude. He left Bach 50
gulden, more than half his salary, and thus facilitated his marriage to Maria Barbara Bach b October 20, ,
daughter of 3 Johann Michael Bach 14 and Catharina Wedemann. It was in Leipzig that he composed the bulk
of his religious and secular cantatas. If Braun made good use of it, Bach must have learnt a good deal from the
music he had to perform; but his chief interests probably lay outside the school. He may have visited the
Hamburg Opera, then directed by Reinhard Keiser , whose St Mark Passionhe performed during the early
Weimar years and again in ; but there is no solid evidence that he was interested in anything but the organ and
in particular the organist of St Katharinen, Johann Adam Reincken , whose influence on the young Bach as
both theorist and practitioner it would be difficult to overestimate. He got into trouble on several occasions,
once for fighting with a fellow musician and once for being caught entertaining a "strange maiden" in the
balcony while he was practicing the organ. It is unteachable and unlearnable. It seems to have been filled by 
They paid him to come and perform a cantata at the council service in , and possibly also in all trace of these
works is lost. Prince Leopold, himself a musician, appreciated Bach's talents, paid him well and gave him
considerable latitude in composing and performing. Bach produced Cantatas nos. Examples include the
playing of keyboard works on harpsichord rather than modern grand piano and the use of small choirs or
single voices instead of the larger forces favored by 19th- and early 20th-century performers. Living as he did
at a time when music was beginning to be regarded as no occupation for a gentleman, he occasionally had to
stand up for his rights both as a man and as a musician; he was then obstinate in the extreme. Nonmusical
duties In addition to his responsibilities as director of church music, Bach also had various nonmusical duties
in his capacity as the cantor of the school at Thomaskirche. The next few months are wrapped in mystery, but
by March 4, , he was a member of the orchestra employed by Johann Ernst, duke of Weimar and brother of
Wilhelm Ernst, whose service Bach entered in  Whether he actually met J. Michael's School in  This Christoph
had been a pupil of the influential keyboard composer Johann Pachelbel , and he apparently gave Johann
Sebastian his first formal keyboard lessons. Other late works by Bach may also have a connection with the
music theory based Society. The Lutheran St Agnus had a two-manual organ of 27 stops, again with an
exceptional pedal compass. The specification of the organ in the castle chapel, published in , has not always
been reprinted correctly; in any case, it does not represent the organ that Bach left in  The Leipzig committee
was reluctant to hire Bach. From he attended the Lateinschule as had Luther, also an Eisenach boy ; this
offered a sound humanistic and theological education. Johann Sebastian Bach died probably from a
combination of three different factors. Several early biographers told the story of how Christoph would not
allow his brother to use a certain manuscript; how Sebastian copied it by moonlight; how Christoph took the
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copy away from him; and how he did not recover it until Christoph died. Johann Tobias Krebs studied with J.
This decrease in importance, plus Bach's concern over his children's education, led him to look for another
position in a strong Lutheran area. He was taken in by his recently married oldest brother, Johann Christoph ,
who lived in Ohrdruf.


